ALUMINUM SHEETING GUIDE
Aluminum Sheeting Guide

Designed by GME, the Aluminum Sheeting Guide is an aluminum panel component system intended for use with rubber tired backhoes and lightweight excavators.

Features:
- 6061-T6 aluminum construction
- 2-, 3-, and 4-sided configurations
- Multiple panel lengths
- Depth rating of 10’ in C-60 soils
- Up to 96” of vertical clearance under the panels*

By incorporating the aluminum interlocking sheet pile, sheet stoppers, support post, spreaders and corners, the Aluminum Sheeting Guide is able to solve the job-site problem of how to shore around existing and crossing utilities, while providing crews with a safe working environment.

The Aluminum Sheeting Guides also features the *exclusively unique* GME keyed locking pins. A pin that requires no keepers to safely use. Saving users both time and money in assembly and lost parts.

If you have an upcoming project and would like to see how GME can assist you, or if you would like more information about GME and our products, please feel free to contact us at 800.248.2054 or on the web at www.gme-shields.com.

*Contingent upon soil conditions*
ASG Panel
Available in 8’ and 10’ lengths by 2’ tall, the ASG Panel, when used in a 4-sided configuration, provides an internal safe working space up to 10’6” square! Constructed of 6061-T6 Aluminum the ASG Panels are light enough (10’ panels weigh 375 lb.) to easily be handled by rubber tired backhoes.

ASG Corner
Specifically designed for the Aluminum Sheeting Guide, the ASG Corner incorporates a similar connection as the Lite-Shield 24™ using the same keyed locking pins.

ASG Support Post
Serving a dual role, the ASG Support Post acts as a system support tool as well as an attachment point for the guard rail system. Keeping the system both stable and secure.

Interlocking Aluminum Sheet Pile
The Interlocking Aluminum Sheet Pile, designed solely for use with the Aluminum Sheeting Guide, is extruded from 6061-T6 Aluminum. Available in 13’ sheet lengths, this strong, lightweight (48 lbs. per sheet) aluminum sheet pile also features a removable sheet driving cap.
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